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Abstract
This study presents the results of the use of high frequency Global Navigation Satellites 
Systems (GNSS) data for the detection and the characterization of tidal bores. The 
experiment took place the 31st of August 2015 in the Garonne River, at 126 km upstream 
the mouth of the Gironde estuary. The GNSS data acquired on a buoy at a sampling rate 
of 20 Hz were processed with a differential GNSS technique using the RTKLIB freeware. 
GNSS-based elevation of the free surface provides accurate estimates of the tidal bore first 
wave amplitude (1.34 m) and period (3.0 s). These values were in good agreement with 
values obtained using ADCP measurements.
Keywords: Tidal bore, GNSS, high frequency, non-hydrostatic.

Introduction
GNSS provides autonomous geo-spatial positioning with global coverage thanks to more 
than 50 satellites from different constellations (the American Global Positioning System 
GPS, the Russian GLObalnaïa NAvigatsionnaïa Sistéma GLONASS, the European system 
Galileo, ...) emitting continuously L-band microwave signals.GNSS receivers on buoy are 
commonly used in tsunami warning systems [e.g., Yamagiwa et al., 2006; Falck et al., 
2010], for the calibration of radar altimetry mission [e.g., Bonnefond et al., 2015; Frappart 
et al., 2015], sea surface monitoring [e.g., Bouin et al., 2009; Fund et al., 2013], swell and 
waves detection [e.g., Bender III et al., 2010], river stage monitoring [e.g., Apel et al., 
2011]. In most applications using GNSS data, the acquisition rate is lower than or equal to 
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1 Hz. Recent studies showed the interest of using higher than 1 Hz sampling frequencies for 
seismic applications [e.g., Elósegui et al., 2006; Avallone et al., 2011, 2012].
Tidal bores in estuaries are small-scale (typically few seconds in time and dozen meters 
in space) highly complex estuarine processes which can form at the leading edge of flood 
tides. They generally occur in the upper estuary and result from the nonlinear transformation 
of the tidal wave over long distance (several dozen of kilometers) and long period of time 
(several hours) [Bonneton et al., 2015]. During the last 10 years, several quantitative 
field studies have contributed to a better understanding of wave, turbulent, and sediment 
processes associated with tidal bore propagation up river [Simpson et al., 2004; Wolanski 
et al., 2004; Uncles et al., 2006; Bonneton et al., 2011, 2012, 2015; Chanson et al., 2011; 
Furgerot et al., 2013]. These studies are based on the use of gauges records, pressure data 
and few Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements to characterize tidal 
bores dynamics. None of them already used GNSS data for this purpose.
In this study, for the first time, GNSS data, acquired at a frequency of 20 Hz by a geodetic 
receiver in a buoy, were used as a new source of information to study the tidal bore that 
occurred on the 31st of August 2015 in the Gironde/Garonne estuary. We analyzed the spatio-
temporal variations of GNSS positions acquired at high frequency (20 Hz) by a receiver on a 
buoy during a tidal bore that occurred in the Garonne River (France) in August 2015. We first 
describe the experimental set up and the datasets used here. We present then the technique 
used to process the GNSS data, and finally the results obtained during this field campaign.

Introduction
Study area
The Gironde estuary is located in the Bay of Biscay, on the southwest coast of France. It 
is formed by the confluence of the Dordogne and Garonne Rivers (Figs. 1a and b). The 
estuary has a funnel-shaped opening to the Bay of Biscay and a length of about 75 km. 
During spring tide, the tidal range at the estuary mouth can exceed 5 m. Large amplitude 
tidal waves propagate into the Garonne and Dordogne rivers up to 160 km from the estuary 
mouth. Tidal bores, up to 1.5 m high, can form in both the Garonne and the Dordogne 
Rivers [Bonneton et al., 2012]. Field experiments were carried out in the Garonne River at 
Podensac, 126 km upstream the river mouth. This site was selected owing to the presence, 
during spring tide, of well-developed undular tidal bores and also because the absence of 
any significant curvature of the river at this location limits the complexity of the tidal bore 
dynamics [Bonneton et al., 2011, 2012, 2015]. A detailed bathymetric survey of 1 km long 
was previously conducted at the study site, in Podensac, at the beginning of the 2010 and 
2011 campaigns [Bonneton et al., 2015]. The cross-sectional river width is 150 m, and the 
side bank slopes on the right and left banks are, respectively, around 35% and 10%. These 
experiments were carried out during spring tide and for low freshwater discharges. For such 
conditions tidal bores can form at the beginning of the rising tide. The mean bore intensity 
can be characterized by the Froude number (Fr):
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where u1 and D1 are the cross-sectionally averaged velocity and water depth ahead the mean 
jump (i.e., primary wave) respectively, g is the gravitational acceleration, and cb is the bore 
celerity. More details about the tidal bore dynamics in the Gironde/Garonne estuary can be 
found in Bonneton et al. [2015].

Figure 1 - The Gironde estuary is located in the southwest of France (a). It is formed by the 
confluence of the Garonne and the Dordogne rivers, upstream Bordeaux. The Podensac study 
site is located on the Garonne River, at 126 km from the mouth of the Gironde estuary (b). 
Our experimental setup was composed of two GNSS receivers with their antenna located on a 
platform (reference station) and on a buoy, completed by a pressure and an ADCP (not visible 
on this picture) (c).

GNSS data
Two GNSS geodetic stations were installed during this field campaign: one on a buoy 
used as a rover for monitoring the changes affecting the river surface and another one on 
a platform a few meters away from the buoy (or rover) and used as a base station (see Fig. 
1c). The two GNSS stations are composed of Leica GR25 receivers and AR10 antennae. 
They operate at multi-frequencies (L1, L2, L5) on multi-constellation signals. They were 
acquiring GNSS (GPS and GLONASS) data at a sampling rate of 0.05 s or 20 Hz between 
17h and 17h23 UTC on 31st of August 2015. The base station on the platform also acquired 
GNSS data at a sampling rate of 1 s (1 Hz) from 13h56 UTC on 31st of August 2015 to 
13h32 UTC on 2nd of September 2015.
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GNSS records from La Brède (LBRD) station (from Réseau GNSS Permanent (RGP, http://
rgp.ign.fr/), a permanent network of GNSS stations in France operated by Institut National de 
l’Information Géographique et Forestière (IGN), were also used to estimate possible changes in 
elevation of the platform on which was set the base station during the tidal cycle, and especially 
during the tidal bore. This station, an ASHTECH ProFlex500 receiver with a Navcom 3001 
antenna, operating at two frequencies (L1 and L2) on GPS and GLONASS signals, is located at 
(00° 31’ 40.16951” W, 44° 40’ 53.11627” N, 72.560 m) in the French geodetic system (Réseau 
Géodésique Français 1993 - RGF93), at 14.57 km from the base station.
Satellite coordinates product providing GNSS orbit and clock offset data (GNSS day 18601) 
used in this study were made available by the International GNSS Service (IGS) at ftp://cddis.
gsfc.nasa.gov/gps/products/. We chose the product from Groupe de Recherche en Géodésie 
Spatiale (GRGS - http://grgs.obs-mip.fr/). It contains precise ephemeris in the SP3 format 
and clock final products with a temporal resolution of 15 min for both GPS and GLONASS.
We also used the Antenna Exchange Format (ANTEX) file (igs08_wwww.atx), made 
available by IGS (https://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/station/general/igs08.atx) that provides 
precise and consistent set of phase center offset (PCO) and variation (PCV) values for both 
satellites and receivers antennae. The PCO is the difference between the antenna reference 
point (ARP) and the mean phase center, whereas the PCV values provide additional zenith- 
and/or azimuth-dependent corrections that defines the phase pattern (individually for each 
carrier frequency) to get the actual phase center position [Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008]. 
More details about the ANTEX file can be found in Montenbruck et al. [2015].

Pressure and acoustic surface water elevation datasets
Continuous water elevation measurements were carried out with two different methods. 
The first one is based on classical pressure measurements, with a sampling frequency of 
10 Hz. The second one relies on direct acoustic surface tracking measurements (Signature 
1000 Khz, Nortek ADCP) with a sampling frequency of 8 Hz.

GNSS data processing
The DGNSS technique
The GNSS carrier phase emitted by a satellite k at the wavelength λ and observed by a 
receiver i equals [Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008]:

λΦ ( , ) = ρ ( , ) − (δτ − δτ ) + λΝ + δ + δ + δ + δι
κ

ε ρ ι
κ

ε ρ ρ κ ι
κ

ιον τροπ τιδε ρt t t t c εελ π+ ε 2[[ ]] �

where  is the range between the receiver i and the satellite k, te and tr are the GNSS emission 
time for satellite k and the GNSS reception time for receiver i respectively, c is the speed 
of light in the vacuum, δtr and δtk are the clock errors of the receiver and the satellite at the 
time tr and te respectively,  is the carrier phase ambiguity for the receiver i and the satellite 
k, δion, δtrop, δtide and δrel are the ionospheric, tropospheric, tidal (including solid Earth, pole 
and ocean loading tides) and relativistic effects respectively, and εp is the remaining error 
on the phase including errors due to multipaths.
The DGNSS technique consists in computing very accurately the position of a GNSS station 
assumed to be fixed (i.e., the base station) and then estimating the position of the second 
receiver (i.e., the mobile or the rover), generally varying against time, with reference to the 
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base computing single or double differences for every GNSS satellite from both stations (i.e., 
the base i1 and the rover i2). Single difference (SD) is the difference formed by data observed 
(O) at two stations on the same satellite at epoch t [Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008]:

SD t O t O ti i
k

i
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1 2 2 1
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Applied to the GNSS carrier phase from [2], [3] becomes:
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where dδion and dδtrop are the differenced ionospheric and tropospheric effects at the two 
stations related to the satellite k respectively, and dεp is the remaining error on the phase.
In the case of very short baseline as in our experimental setup where the maximum distance 
between the two stations is lower than 20 m, we can consider that the atmosphere effects 
are the same. So, [4] can be simplified as follows:
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Doubles differences are the combination of two single differences. They can be considered 
as between-satellite single differences of between-receiver single differences. Double 
difference (DD) is the difference formed by SD at two stations for two satellites k1 and k2 
[Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008]:
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They permit to estimate the integer ambiguities independently of the clock bias [Petrovello, 
2011].
Finally, triple differences (TD) can be considered by differencing the DD between two 
consecutive epochs tn and tn+1[Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008].
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They cancel the effect of ambiguities allowing the determination of GNSS solutions without 
considering them [Remondi, 1985].

GNSS data processing
GNSS raw data were processed using the RTK open source program package [Takasu, 2009; 
Takasu and Yasuda, 2009]. This freeware is available at: http://www.rtklib.com/. We used 
the latest version available (version 2.4.2) of the RTKLIB software. As mentioned above, 
a DGNSS approach was applied for processing the data of the GNSS station in the buoy 
acquired at a sampling frequency of 20 Hz with reference to the data from the base station 
due to the very short baseline between the two stations and the small length of the acquisition 
period. We also checked if the platform was affected by changes in elevation due to the tide 
and the tidal bore. We performed a DGNSS processing on the Podensac base station acquired 
at 1 Hz using La Brède station from RGP as a base station. Same positioning mode (DGNSS) 
was chosen and same corrections were applied for the processing of the GNSS data using 
RTKLIB at both sampling frequencies. Figure 2 presents the visibility of the GNSS satellites 
for the three receivers used in this study between 17h00 UTC and 18h00 UTC on the 31st of 
August 2015. We can see that the three GNSS antennae acquired signals at least L1 and L2 
frequency bands most of the time. This is the case for all the observation period. So, the data 
were processed using L1 and L2 phase carrier observations, using Saastamoinen model for 
correcting the tropospheric effects, in ionosphere-free mode, and applying solid Earth and 
pole tides, and ocean tide loading. The data were processed in static and kinematic modes in 
the cases of the Podensac base station (1 Hz) and of the buoy (20 Hz) respectively. Using the 
Saastamoinen model, δtrop is expressed in meters as follows [Saastamoinen, 1973]:

δδ trop z
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T
e z==
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where z is the zenith angle of the satellite, p is the surface atmospheric pressure (mbar), T 
is the surface air temperature (K), e is the surface partial pressure of water vapor (mbar).
Availability of L1 and L2 carrier phase observations allow the use of the ionosphere free 
mode that permits to eliminate the ionosphere delay by using two signals of different 
frequencies [Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008]. Using a linear combination of [2] for L1 
and L2 frequencies (f1 and f2 respectively), we finally obtained:
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This new carrier phase observable (Φc), in which the ionosphere delay is eliminated 
(practically, it is reduced), will be used for processing the GNSS and estimate the position 
of the GNSS antennae.
Solid Earth and pole tides, and ocean tide loading corrections follow the IERS Conventions [2010].
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Figure 2 - GNSS satellites visibility on the 31st of August 2015 from 17h00 to 18:00 
UTC at Podensac on the buoy (a), at the base station (b) and at La Brède RGP station 
(c). The color of the lines corresponds to the frequencies of the GNSS observations: L1 
(orange), L1/L2 (green), L1/L2/L5 (blue), L5 (grey). Small red vertical lines correspond 
to acquisition losses.
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Results
Possible effect of the tides on the height of the base station 
The base station, that was used as reference in the processing of the GNSS data acquired 
at 20 Hz on the buoy, was mounted on the platform. We wondered if the platform, and 
so the GNSS antenna, were affected by the tidal cycle and if the signature of the tidal 
bore can be detected on the GNSS records. We processed the GNSS data acquired at 1 
Hz on the 31st of August 2015 using a classical DGNSS processing using the RGP station 
LBRD located in La Brède, at 14.57 km from the Podensac study site, as reference. As 
the number of visible GNSS (GPS and GLONASS) satellites is never lower than 14, and 
as most of the observations are acquired at L1 and L2 bands for both stations (Fig. 2), 
static positioning was performed in iono free mode using the following parameters for 
processing the data: resolution of the integer ambiguity in “continuous” mode, elevation 
mask of 10°, “outage to reset ambiguity” of 3, “slip threshold” of 0.1 m, “reject threshold 
of GDOP” of 3 and “innovation” of 0.5 m. Standard deviations are 0.06, 0.01 and 0.01 m 
on the x, y and z components respectively when only using satellites measurement from 
the GPS constellation. Similar results are obtained using only the GLONASS constellation 
or combining measurements from both constellations, with a slight improvement on the x 
component (0.05 and 0.04 m of std for GLONASS and GPS + GLONASS respectively). 
The platform is hence not affected by tides that present a dominant semi-diurnal (6h) 
component in the Gironde estuary and the Garonne River. No supplementary correction 
due to changes in height of the base station needs to be taken into account when analyzing 
the data acquired by the GNSS receiver in the buoy.

Detection of the tidal bore and validation of GNSS estimates of the variations of the free 
surface elevation 
The estimates of the vertical position of the GNSS antenna (h) were compared to 
measurements of the free surface elevation acquired by the ADCP during the tidal bore 
passage. These estimates were obtained using a kinematic DGNSS processing of the 20 Hz 
data (see 3.2 GNSS data processing) applied to GPS and GPS + GLONASS data. Due to 
the small number of GLONASS satellites visible between 17h00 and 17h25 (5, all of them 
not visible by the receiver on buoy at different epochs - see Fig. 2a), RTKLIB was unable 
to retrieve the buoy position only based on GLONASS data. Comparisons between GPS 
and GPS + GLONASS retrievals of the buoy position were performed. They showed a very 
high consistency the one another with RMSE lower than 0.005 m on every component. 
They also exhibited low variability in the free surface height before the first tidal bore wave 
with std of the water stage (z component) equals to 0.008 and 0.005 m for GPS, and GPS 
+ GLONASS solutions respectively during the first 7.5 s of acquisitions presented in Fig. 
3 (and equals to 0.003 m for the first 5 s). The stability of the solutions was obtained for a 
wide range of parameters used for processing the data: resolution of the integer ambiguity 
in “fix and hold” and “continuous” modes, elevation mask between 5 and 10°, “outage to 
reset ambiguity” ranging from 3 to 5, “slip threshold” from 0.05 to 0.1 m, “reject threshold 
of GDOP” above 5 and “innovation” above 2 m.
The GNSS antenna is on a buoy whereas the ADCP location is fixed. To be compared, the 
GNSS estimates had to be corrected for an advection term using the following Equation:
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∇∇h  is the gradient of h. The wave celerity cb was estimated to be 5.2 ms-1. 
Considering this celerity constant during the tidal bore, we shifted the time to account for 
the displacement of the buoy as follows:
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where tGNSSshift  is the time in a referential where the GNSS antenna is fixed, tGNSS  is the time of 
the GNSS receiver, x and y refer to the horizontal components of the position of the GNSS 
antenna on the buoy at time t, t0 is the origin of the time.
Figure 3 presents a well-developed undular bore with a Froude number of 1.28, that started 
at 17h19mn45s on the 31st of August 2015. At the wave front passage, the elevation increases 
abruptly by 1.34 m in 3 s. The secondary wave field (also named whelps) associated with 
the front is characterized by a period of 3.0 s and a wave height (first wave) of 0.86 m. After 
4 waves, the buoy started to sink.

Figure 3 - Time variations of the free surface elevation as measured by GNSS (red stars), pressure 
sensor (black dots) and ADCP (blue dots). The origin of time was set at 17h19mn45s.

These results were compared to pressure and ADCP measurements. The wave height 
is strongly underestimated when the surface elevation is reconstructed from pressure 
measurements and the hydrostatic hypothesis (Fig. 3). This is in agreement with previous 
observations by Bonneton et al. [2015] that show that a non-hydrostatic reconstruction is 
required for a correct elevation estimation of well-developed undular bores from pressure 
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measurements. On the contrary, a very good agreement was found with ADCP measurements, 
especially for the first wave. For the following waves, changes in amplitudes up to 0.1 m 
for the extreme values were found. GNSS-based river stage also exhibit a slight decrease 
(starting at 5 s and reaching a maximum difference of 3 cm with ADCP measurement at 7.5 
s - see on Fig. 3). The tidal bore waves, with their period of 3 s, were changing the attitude 
of the buoy causing variations in the center of phase of the antenna. These variations were 
not accounted for in the data and can explain the differences observed on Figure 3. The 
geometry of the buoy can be sketched as an equilateral triangular with sides of d=1.5 m 
long with the GNSS antenna at its center (see Figure 1). For simplification, we assumed that 
the tidal bore wave is perpendicular to one its side. Using the Thales (or intercept) theorem, 
the elevation of one of its vertex of a height dh caused an elevation of the center of the 
triangle where the antenna is located of √3/3 dh. Taking into account, the wave celerity of 
the tidal bore (5.2 m.s-1) and the distance between the center and the vertexes of the buoy 
(~0.87 m), the changes in time (dt) to be considered for estimating dh are ~ 0.17 s, that is 
roughly the sampling period of the ADCP measurements (8 Hz or 0.125 s). Changes in 
elevation of the free surface from ADCP measurements are presented in Figure 4. They 
are lower or equal to 0.15 m. If we consider dhmax=0.2 m to account for the shorter time 
sampling of the ADCP, the maximum difference of height with the smooth surface is 0.12 
m, that was roughly observed on Figure 3. Similarly, a dh of 0.01 - 0.02 m around 7.5 - 8.5 s 
caused the decrease in river surface height of 0.005 - 0.01 m observed before the first wave 
of the tidal bore.

Figure 4 - Time variations of the changes in free surface elevation as measured by ADCP (blue 
dots). The origin of time was set at 17h19mn45s.

Time variations of the buoy horizontal position and velocity during the tidal bore 
Once validated the estimates of the free surface elevation based on high frequency GNSS 
measurements, these estimates were used to characterize the dynamics of the tidal bore 
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during the 22 s of valid acquisitions. Figure 5 presents the spatio-temporal variations of 
the three components of the position (x,y,z) of the GNSS antenna during the tidal bore that 
occurred on the 31st of August 2015 in the Gironde/Garonne estuary.
The tidal passage not only caused an important change on the vertical direction, but also on 
the horizontal ones. Due to the orientation of the stream in this area of the Garonne River 
(Fig. 5a), larger variations on the position of the rover antenna can be observed in the north-
south direction than east-west one during the passage of the waves (Fig. 5b). Complete 
changes in direction but of small intensity can be observed before and at the end of the three 
waves detected during the acquisition period.

Figure 5 - Spatio-temporal variations of the three components of the position (x,y,z) of the GNSS 
antenna during the tidal bore, on a satellite image from Google Map © (a), and on a zoom (b).

Changes in position reached 2.30 m in the east-west direction (Fig. 6a), and more than 
10 m in the north-south direction (Fig. 6b). They were of increasing amplitude with each 
tidal bore wave (0.60 m, 0.80 m and 0.90 m respectively) in the east-west direction, and of 
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decreasing amplitude (4.50 m, 3.30 m and 2.80 m respectively) in the east-west direction 
(Figs. 6a and 6b). 

Figure 6 - Time variations of the horizontal components of the position (x,y) of the GNSS antenna 
during the tidal bore (a and b respectively).

The corresponding horizontal velocities are presented in Figures 7a and 7b for east-west 
and north-south components. Before the passage of the tidal bore, the GNSS antenna on the 
top of the buoy was quasi-static. Then, they exhibited almost sinusoidal velocity patterns of 
modulated amplitudes in both directions. They ranged from -0.2 m.s-1 to 0.4 and 0.6 m.s-
1 in the east-west directions (Fig. 7a) and from -2.0 m.s-1 to 0.2 m.s-1 in the north-south 
directions (Fig. 7b).
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Figure 7 - Time variations of the horizontal components of the velocity of the GNSS antenna 
during the tidal bore (a and b respectively).

Conclusion
This study demonstrates the strong potential of high frequency GNSS measurements for 
the monitoring of transitory physical phenomenon such as the nonhydrostatic tidal bore. 
Here, we used a GNSS receiver and its antenna to monitor a well-developed undular tidal 
bore that occurred in the Gironde/Garonne estuary on the 31st of August 2015 during spring 
tide. GNSS-based elevation of the free surface using GPS and GLONASS data provides 
realistic estimates of the tidal bore amplitude (1.34 m for the first wave) and period (3.0 
s) that were in good agreement with values obtained using ADCP measurements. But, due 
to changes in attitude of the buoy caused by the tidal bore waves, differences up to 10 
cm were observed between GNSS and ADCP derived river stages. Besides, as the GNSS 
buoy drifted during the campaign, valuable information on the dynamics of the tidal bore 
were estimated (horizontal positions and velocities) that cannot be obtained using moored 
sensors. But, due to the rapid dynamics of the tidal bore (period of 3.0 s), the GNSS antenna 
experienced attitude problems that were responsible of 0.05 m to 0.10 m of inaccuracy on 
the free surface elevation determination. 
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